**Core Rules**

**New Core Rule:** Some rules allow you to activate operatives in succession before your opponent can activate. Regardless of such rules, you can never activate more than two operatives in the same Turning Point before your opponent has had a turn to activate a ready operative or perform Overwatch.

**Pathfinder**

- **A Worthy Cause Tactical Ploy:** 2CP. Can only be used once per battle, and only if you don’t have the initiative.
- **Assault Grenadier Pathfinder** operative: Delete the final sentence of the Grenadier ability.
- Benefit of S+ Markerlight tokens: In the Select Valid Target step of that shooting attack, the enemy operative is treated as if it has an Engage order unless it’s in Cover provided by Heavy terrain.

**Kommado**

- Dynamite equipment: Can only be selected once per battle.

**Space Marine & Grey Knight**

- Operative selection: Every fire team except Scout and Tactical Marine can take 1 additional Warrior operative.

**Death Guard**

- Operative selection: Plague Marine fire team:
  - Can take 1 additional Warrior operative.
  - Champion operative is instead of 1 Warrior operative, not in addition to.

**Craftworld**

- Operative selection: Every fire team can take 1 additional Warrior operative.

**Tomb World**

- **Flayed One** operatives: Add 1 to both Damage characteristics of flayer claws.
- Reanimation Protocols Tactical Ploy: 0CP.

**Replaced Army Lists**

Over time, certain new army lists will be introduced that are designed to replace similar army lists from the Compendium. We recommend the newer army list replaces the older one where balance is concerned, particularly in an organised play setting such as a tournament. These army lists and their replacements are as follows:

- **Forge World** replaced by **Hunter Clade**
- **Thousand Sons** replaced by **Warpcoven**
- **Troupe** replaced by **Void-Dancer Troupe**